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1* 397 OBJECTS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED AS HAVING BEEN LAUNCHED WITH 1961
OMICRON 1 AND 1961 OMICRON 2. OBJECTS OF THIS SERIES THAT HAVE
DECAYED CAN BE FOUND IN THE DECAYED OBJECTS LIST IN THE DECEMBER 31 END-
OF-THE-YEAR SUMMARY SATELLITE SITUATION REPORT.
2* 149 EJECTS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED AS HAVING BEEN LAUNCHED WITH 1963 01«A.
1963 0143. AN3 1963 014C. OBJECTS OF THIS SERIES THAT HAVE DECAYED
CAN 3E FOUND IN THE DECAYED OBJECTS LIST IN THE DECEMBER 31 END-OF-THE-
YEAS SUMMARY SATELLITE SITUATION REPORT.
3* 19 OBJECTS HAVE SEEN IDENTIFIED AS HAVING SEEN LAUNCHED WITH 1963 047A.
THE OBJECT OF THIS SERIES THAT HAS DECAYED CAN BE FOUND IN THE DECAYED
UBJL'CTS LIST I'l THE DECEMBER 31 END-OF-THE-YEAR SUMMARY SATELLITE SITUA-
TION REPORT.
4* 23 OBJECTS HAVE SEEN IDENTIFIED A3 HAVING BEEN LAUCHED WITH 1964 006A.
OBJECTS IN THIS SERIES THAT HAVE DECAYED CAN BE FOUND IN THE DECAYED
OBJtCTS LIST IN THE DECEMBER 31 ENO-DF-THE-YF.AR SUMMARY SATELLITE
SITUATION REPORT.
i/« 51 OBJECTS H4VE BEEN IDENTIFIED AS HAVING BEEN LAUNCHED WITH 1965 027A.
OBJtCTS OF THIS SERIES THAT HAVE DECAYED CAN BE FOUND IN THE DECAYED
J3JHCTS LIST IN THE DECEMBER 31 ENU-OF-THE-YEAR SUMMARY SATELLITE SITUA-
TION REPORT.
&* • DEBRIS DISCOVERED IN OSSIT WHICH HAS NOT BEEN IDENTIFIED WITH ANY
LAUNCH OR COUNTRY OF ORIGIN.
7$ !»72 ObJtiCTS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED AS HAVING BEEN LAUNCHED WITH 1965 082A.
CWJF.CIS IN THIS SERIES THAT HAVE DECAYED CAN BE FOUND IN THE DECAYED
UbUECTS LIST IN THE DECEMBER 31 END-OF-THE-YEAR SUMMARY SATELLITE
SITUATION REPORT.
33 110 OtSJtCTS HAVE OEEN IDENTIFIED AS HAVING BEEN LAUNCHED WITH 1968 091A.
je3JECTS OF THIS SERIES THAT HAVE DECAYED CAN BE FOUND IN THE DECAYED
OBJECTS LIST IN THE DECEMBER 31 ENO-OF-THE-YFAR SUMMARY SATELLITE SITUA-
TION REPORT.
A MANNED SPACECRAFT WHICH SUCCESSFULLY LANDED ON THE MOON AND RETURNED '
TO SELENOCENTRTC ORPIT . ' •
1J« OBJr.CTS HAVE 3EEN IDENTIFIED AS HAVING SEEN LAUNCHED WITH 1968 097A.
•Ciajf.CTS OF THIS SERIES THAT HAVE DECAYED CAN BE FOUND IN THE DECAYED
OBJECTS LIST IN THE DECEMBER 31 END-aF-THE-YEAR SUMMARY SATELLITE SITUA-
•T I ON HEPO-1T.
I I * • ^70 OBJECTS HAVE 3EEN IDENTIFIED AS HAVING BEEN LAUNCHED WITH 1969 082A.
1 369 082^, 1 '36'} 092C. 1969 082D. 1969 032E. 1969 082F. 1969 032G.
1969 082H. 1969 O82J. AND 1969 082K. OBJECTS OF THIS SERIES THAT HAVE
DECAYED CAN !3FT FOUND IN THE DECAYED OBJECTS LIST IN THE DECEMBER 31 END-
OF-IHE-YEAR SUMMARY SATELLITE SITUATION RCPO«T.
12* 353 OHJt'CTS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED AS HAVING BEEN LAUNCHED WITH 1970 025A
AND 1-570 0250. 03JiCTS OF THIS SERIES THAT HAVE DECAYED CAN BE FOUND IN
THE DECAYED OBJF.CTS LIST IN THf DECEMBER 31 ENO-OF-THE-YEAR SUMMARY SAT-
ELLITE SITUATION REPORT.
13* 103 D9JF.CTS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED AS HAVING SEEN LAUNCHED WITH 1970 089A.
OBJECTS 0^ THIS SERIES THAT HAVE DECAYED CAN BE FOUND IN THE DECAYED
fJBJCCTS LIST IN THE OECEM3£R 31 END-OF-THE- YEAR SUMMARY SATELLITE SITUA-
TION REPORT.





15* 46 OBJECTS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED AS HAVING BEEN LAUNCHED WITH 1970 091A.
OBJECTS OF THIS SERIES THAT HAVE DECAYED CAN 3E FOUND IN THE DECAYED
OBJECTS LIST IN THE DECEMBER 31 END-OF-THE-VEAR SUMMARY SATELLITE SITUA-
TION REPORT.
16* 120 OBJECTS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED AS HAVING BEEN LAUNCHED WITH 1971 019A.
OBJECTS OF THIS SERIES THAT HAVE DECAYED CAN BE FOUND IN THE DECAYED
OBJECTS LIST I* THE DECEMBER 31 ENO-OF-THE-YEAR SUMMARY SATELLITE SITUA-
TION REPORT.
17* 229 OBJECTS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED AS HAVING BEEN LAUNCHED WITH 1972 058A.
OBJECTS OF THIS SERIES THAT HAVE DECAYED CAN BE FOUND IN THE DECAYED
OBJECTS LIST IN THE DECEMBER 31 END-OF-THE-YEAR SUMMARY SATELLITE SITUA-
TION REPORT.
13* 198 OBJECTS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED AS HAVING BEEN LAUNCHED WITH 1973 086A.
OBJECTS OF THIS SERIES THAT HAVE DECAYED CAN BE FOUND IN THE DECAYED
OBJECTS LIST IN THE DECEMBER 31 END-OF-THE-YEAR SUMMARY SATELLITE SITUA-
TION REPORT.
19* 150 OBJECTS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED AS HAVING BEEN LAUNCHED WITH 197* 089A.
1974 0890. AND 197* 089C. OBJECTS OF THIS SERIES THAT HAVE DECAYED CAN
i3E FOUND IN THE DECAYED OBJECTS LIST IN THE DECEMBER 31 END-OF-THE-YEAR
SUMMARY SATELLITE SITUATION REPORT.
20* 208 OBJECTS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED AS HAVING BEEN LAUNCHED WITH 1975 004A.
OBJECTS OF THIS SERIES THAT HAVE DECAYED CAN BE FOUND IN THE DECAYED
OBJECTS LIST IN THE DECEMBER 31 END-OF-THE-YEAR SUMMARY SATELLITE SITUA-
TION REPORT.
21* 71 OBJECTS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED AS HAVING BEEN LAUNCHED WITH 1976 067A.
OBJECTS OF THIS SERIES THAT HAVE DECAYED CAN 9E FOUND IN THE DECAYED
OBJECTS LIST IN THE DECEMBER 31 END-OF-THE-YEAR SUMMARY SATELLITE SITUA-
TION REPORT.
22* 159 OBJECTS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED AS HAVING BEEN LAUNCHED WITH 1976 077A.
OBJECTS OF THIS SERIES THAT HAVE DECAYED CAN BE FOUND IN THE DECAYED
OBJECTS LIST IN THE DECEMBER 31 ENO-OF-THE-YEAR SUMMARY SATELLITE SITUA-
TION REPORT.
23* 14 OBJECT HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED A3 HAVING BEEN LAUNCHED WITH 1976 105A.
OBJECTS OF THIS SERIES THAT HAVE DECAYED CAN BE FOUND IN THE DECAYED
OBJECTS LIST IN THE DECEMBER 31 END-OF-THE-YEAR SUMMARY SATELLITE SITUA-
TION REPORT.
24* til OBJECTS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED AS HAVING BEEN LAUNCHED WITH 1976 120A.
OBJECTS OF THIS SERIES THAT HAVE DECAYED CAN BE FOUND IN THE DECAYED
OBJECTS LIST IN THE DECEMBER 3L END-OF-THE-YEAR SUMMARY SATELLITE SITUA-
TION REPORT.
25* 79 OBJECTS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED AS HAVING BEEN LAUNCHED WITH 1976 126A.
OBJECTS OF THIS SERIES THAT HAVE DECAYED CAN RE FOUND IN THE DECAYED
OBJECTS LIST IN THE DECEMBER 31 ENO-QF-THE-YEAH SUMMARY SATELLITE SITUA-
TION REPORT.
20* 172 OBJECTS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED AS HAVING BEEN LAUNCHED WITH 1977 065A.
OBJECTS OF THIS SERIES THAT HAVE DECAYED CAN BE FOUND IN THE DECAYED
OBJECTS LIST IN THE DECEMBER 31 ENU-OF-THE-YfAR SUMMARY SATELLITE SITUA-
TION REPORT.
27* 70 OBJECTS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED A3 HAVING BEEN LAUNCHED WITH 1977 121A.
THE OBJECT OF THIS SERIES THAT HAS DECAYED CAN BE FOUND IN THE DECAYED




28* 210 OBJECTS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED AS HAVING BEEN LAUNCHED WITH 1978 026*
AND 1978 026B. OBJECTS OF THIS SERIES THAT HAVE DECAYED CAN BE FOUND IN
THE DECAYED OBJECTS LIST IN THE DECEMBER 31 END-OF-THE-YEAR SUMMARY
SATELLITE SITUATION REPORT.
29* <>00 OBJECTS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED AS HAVING BEEN LAUNCHED WITH 1978 100A.
1978 1009. AND 1978 100C. OBJECTS IN THIS SERIES THAT HAVE DECAYED CAN BE
FOUND IN THE DECAYED OBJECTS LIST IN THE DECEMBER 31 END-OF-THE-VEAR
SUMMARY SATELLITE SITUATION REPORT.
30* 289 OBJECTS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED AS HAVING BEEN LAUNCHED WITH 1979 017A.
OBJECTS IN THIS SERIES THAT HAVE DECAYED CAN BE FOUND IN THE DECAYED
OBJECTS LIST IN THE DECEMBER 31 END-OF-THE-YEAR SUMMARY SATELLITE SITUA-
TION REPORT.
31* 47 O3JECTS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED AS HAVING BEEN LAUNCHED WITH 1980 030A.
OBJECTS OF THIS SERIES THAT HAVE DECAYED CAN BE FOUND IN THE DECAYED
OBJECTS LIST IN THE DECEMBER 31 ENO-OF-THE-YEAR SUMMARY SATELLITE SITUA-
TION REPORT.
32* 80 OBJECTS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED A3 HAVING BEEN LAUNCHED WITH 1980 089A.
OBJECTS OF THIS SERIES THAT HAVE DECAYED CAN BE FOUND IN THE DECAYED
OBJECTS LIST IN THE DECEMBER 31 END-OF-THE-YSAR SUMMATY SATELLITE SITUA-
TION REP09T.
33* &•? OBJECTS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED AS HAVING BEEN LAUNCHED WITH 1981 028A.
OBJCCTS OF THIS SERIES THAT HAVE DECAYED CAN 9E FOUND IN THE DECAYED
03JECTS LIST IN THE DECEMBER 31 END-OF-THE-YSAP SUMMARY SATELLITE SITUA-
TION REPORT.
34* 305 QBJtCTS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED AS HAVING BEEN LAUNCHED WITH 1981 053A
OBJECTS OF THIS SERIES THAT HAVE DECAYED CAN BE FOUND IN THE DECAYED
OBJECTS LIST IN THE DECEMBER 31 END-OF-THE-YEAR SUMMARY SATELLITE SITUA-
TION REPORT.
3f>* DEPLOYED FROM SPACE TRANSPORTATION VEHICLE.
36* 3J OBJECTS HAV£ BEF.N IDENTIFIED AS HAVING BEEN LAUNCHED WITH 1982 115A.
OBJECTS OF THIS SERIES THAT HAVE DECAYED CAN BE FOUND IN THE DECAYED
OBJECTS LIST IN THE DECEMBER 31 ENO-OF-THE-YEAR SUMMARY SATELLITE SITUA-
TION REPORT.
37* 5y OBJECTS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED AS HAVING BEEN LAUNCHED WITH 1982 055A.
OBJECTS IN THIS SERIES THAT HAVE DECAYED CAN BE FOUND IN THE DECAYED
03JCCTS LIST IN THE OfCF.MBER 31 END-OF-THE-YEAR SUMMARY SATELLITE
SITUATION REPORT.
38* £7 OT1JECTS HAVE SEEN IDENTIFIED A3 HAVING BEEN LAUNCHED WITH 1983 O91A.
CJ3JECTS OF THIS SERIES THAT HAVE DECAYED CAN BE FOUND IN THE DECAYED
OBJECTS LIST IN THE DECEMBER 31 END-OF-THE-YEAR SUMMARY SATELLITE SITUA-
TION RFPOJU.
39* 16* OBJECTS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED AS HAVING BEEN LAUNCHED WITH 1983 044A.
OBJECTS IN THIS SERIES THAT HAVE DECAYED CAN BE FOUND IN THE DECAYED
03JECT5 LIST IN THE DECEMBER 31 END-OF-THE-YEAR SUMMARY SATELLITE SITUA-
TION REPORT.
40* JO OBJECTS HAVE SEEN IDENTIFIED AS HAVING BESN LAUNCHED WITH 1984 104A.
Q3JECTS IN THIS SERIES THAT HAVE DECAYED CAN BE FOUND IN THE DECAYED
OBJECTS LIST IN THE DECEMBER 31 ENQ-OF-THE-YEAR SUMMARY SATELLITE
SITUATION REPORT.
41* 46 OBJECTS HAV£ BEEN IDENTIFIED AS HAVING BEEN LAUNCHED WITH 1984 083A.
OBJECTS IN THIS SERIES THAT HAVE DECAYED CAN BE FOUND IN THE DECAYED
OBJECTS LIST IN THE DECEMBER 31 ENO-OF-THE-YETAR SUMMARY SATELLITE
SITUATION REPORT.
FOOTNOTES <CONT)
*3* 2<t OBJECTS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED AS HAVING BEEN LAUNCHED WITH 1985 062*.
OBJECTS IN THIS SERIES THAT HAVE DECAYED CAN BE FOUND IN THE DECAYED
OBJECTS LIST IN THE DECEMBER 31 END-OF-THE-YEAR SUMMARY SATELLITE
SITUATION REPORT.
43* 25 OBJECTS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED AS HAVING BEEN LAUNCHED WITH 1985 030A.
OBJECTS IN THIS SERIES THAT HAVE DECAYED CAN BE FOUND IN THE DECAYED
OBJECTS LIST IN THE DECEMBER 31 END-OF-THE-YEAR SUMMARY SATELLITE
SITUATION REPORT.
«<l* 30 OBJECTS HAVE 8EFN IDENTIFIED AS HAVING' BEEN LAUNCHED WITH 1986 02*A.
OBJECTS IN THIS SERIES THAT HAVE DECAYED CAN BE FOUND IN THE DECAYED
OBJECTS LIST IN THE DECEMBER 31 END-OF-THE-YEAR SUMMARY SATELLITE
SITUATION REPORT.
«5» 499 OBJECTS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED AS HAVING BEEN LAUNCHED WITH 1986 019A.
OBJECTS IN THIS SERIES THAT HAVE DECAYED CAN BE FOUND IN THE DECAYED
OBJECTS LIST IN THE DECEMBER 31 END-OF-THE-YEAR SUMMARY SATELLITE
SITUATION REPORT.
tH>* .10 OBJECTS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED AS HAVING BEEN LAUNCHED WITH 1986 067A.
OBJECTS IN THIS SERIES THAT HAVE DECAYED CAN BE FOUND IN THE DECAYED
OBJECTS LIST IN THE DECEMBER 31 ENO-OF-THE-YEAR SUMMARY SATELLITE
SITUATION REPORT.
<t7* <J6 OBJECTS H4VE BEEN IDENTIFIED AS HAVING BEEN LAUNCHED WITH 1986 017A.
OBJECTS IN THIS SERIES THAT HAVE DECAYED CAN 3E FOUND IN THE DECAYED
OBJECTS LIST IN THE DECEMBER 31 END-OF-THE-YEAR SUMMARY SATELLITE
SITUATION REPORT.
«a* 195 OBJECTS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED AS HAVING BEEN LAUNCHED WITH 1987 00«A.
OBJECTS IN THIS SERIES THAT HAVE DECAYED CAN HE FOUND IN THE DECAYED
OBJECTS LIST IN THE DECEMBER 31 END-OF-THE-YEAR SUMMARY SATELLITE
SITUATION REPORT.
«9* 112 OBJECTS HAVE'BEEN IDENTIFIED AS HAVING BEEN LAUNCHED WITH 1987 020A.
OBJECTS IN THIS SERIES THAT HAVE OECAYED CAN BE FOUND IN THE DECAYED
OBJECTS LIST IN THE DECEMBER 31 END-QF-THE-YEAR SUMMARY SATELLITE
SITUATION REPORT.
50* 18 OBJECTS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED AS HAVING BEEN LAUNCHED WITH 1988 065A.
OBJECTS IN THIS SERIES THAT HAVE DECAYED CAN BE FOUND IN THE DECAYED
OBJECTS LIST IN THE DECEMBER 31 ENO-OF-THE-YEAR SUMMARY SATELLITE
SITUATION REPORT.
51* 29 OBJECTS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED AS HAVING BEEN LAUNCHED WITH 1989 100A.
OBJECTS IN THIS SERIES THAT HAVE DECAYED CAN BE FOUND IN THE DECAYED
OBJECTS LIST IN THE DECEMBER 31 END-OF-THE-YEAR SUMMARY SATELLITE
SITUATION REPORT.
32* 78 OBJECTS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED AS HAVING BEEN LAUNCHED WITH 1990 081A.
OBJECTS IN THIS SERIES THAT HAVE DECAYED CAN BE FOUND IN THE DECAYED
OBJECTS LIST IN THE DECEMBER 31 ENO-OF-THE-YEAR SUMMARY SATELLITE
SITUATION REPORT.
53* 26 OBJECTS HAVE OEEN IDENTIFIED AS HAVING BEEN LAUNCHED WITH 1990 105A.
OBJECTS IN THIS SERIES THAT HAVE DECAYED CAN BE FOUND IN THE DECAYED
OBJECTS LIST IN THE DECEMBER 31 ENO-OF-THE-YEAR SUMMARY SATELLITE
SITUATION QEPOHT.
5<t* 53 OBJECTS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED AS HAVING BEEN LAUNCHED WITH 1991 009A.
OBJECTS IN THIS SERIES THAT HAVE DECAYED CAN BE FOUND IN THE DECAYED
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